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With the increasingly prominent problems of resources and environment, electric vehicles have 

been popularized more and more widely. Based on the interaction between charging station and 
power grid, this paper first introduces the principle of V2G charging technology, and analyzes 
its key technologies. By studying the charging behavior characteristics, network topology and key 

technologies of electric vehicles, a charging service system based on intelligent algorithm is 
designed and implemented. The performance of the system is tested in the laboratory, and the 
laboratory simulation results and analysis are given. The system can better unify charging 

information management, mine and analyze user behavior, and provide reliable technical 
support for the development of large-scale "new energy vehicles". 
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1. Introduction 

 

In order to cope with the worsening global energy and environmental problems, as one 

of the main consumables of fossil energy and one of the main culprits of environmental 

pollution, it is imperative to develop and promote new vehicles that can replace fuel 

vehicles. In this environment, electric vehicles are increasingly accepted and recognized 

globally because of their environmental protection, pollution-free and energy-saving 

characteristics, and their development heat remains high [1]. It is obvious that the scale of 

development has been greatly improved. However, large-scale electric vehicle disorderly 

access to distribution network charging will bring unprecedented impact on the current 

stable operation of the power grid. Therefore, it is imperative to effectively guide and 

control the behavior of electric vehicle which is easy to develop into disorderly charging. It 

is indispensable to develop appropriate optimization charging strategies, which can not only 

alleviate the electric power. The serious situation caused by the disorderly charging of 

automobiles is also of great benefit to the comprehensive promotion of electric vehicles. 

In summary, in order to eliminate the above problems, it is necessary to conduct in-depth 

research and Discussion on charging technology and standardized management of electric 

vehicles in the future. 

 

 

2. V2G technology 

 

2.1. Principle overview 

 

V2G (Vehicle-to-grid) technology realizes bidirectional interaction between power grid 

and vehicle, and is an important component of smart grid technology. The development of 

V2G technology will greatly affect the future business operation mode of electric vehicles. 
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Research shows that with the development of smart vehicles and smart grid, plug-in hybrid 

electric vehicles (PHEV) and pure electric vehicles (BEV) will become an integral part of 

the distribution system itself within 20 years, providing energy storage, balancing demand 

and improving the stability of emergency power supply and grid. More than 90% of the 

passenger vehicles spend an average of about 1 hour a day, and 95% of the time is idle [2]. 

When the number of parked electric vehicles is large enough, they can be used as a portable 

distributed energy storage device. On the premise of meeting the driving needs of electric 

vehicle users, the remaining electric energy can be controlled back to the grid. 

Using V2G technology, when the grid load is low, electric vehicles can use on-board 

batteries to store excess energy, avoid wasting resources, and provide energy to the grid at 

any time during peak load time. When the grid load is high, the energy stored by electric 

vehicles can be fed back to the grid in time to achieve the effect of peak load shifting and 

valley filling, and improve the power supply. The safe and efficient operation of the 

network system [3]. The core idea of V2G technology for charging pile of electric vehicle 

is to treat the electric vehicle in parking state as a mobile energy storage device, which 

responds to the demand side of power grid, provides emergency power supply and stability 

of power grid, and realizes interaction with power grid [4].  

From the perspective of the laboratory, V2G technology sets the power battery pack of 

electric vehicles as a charging treasure. From the perspective of the State Grid, V2G 

technology can regulate the power grid - discharge to the power grid at the peak of power 

consumption, charge vehicles at the low point of power consumption, and reduce the load 

pressure of the power grid. V2G technology as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Working principle of V2G 

 

2.2. Key components 

 

The core components of V2G charging technology are bidirectional DC-DC converter 

and charging service  control system software.As a key power component in V2G 

technology, bidirectional AC-DC converter is used to realize bidirectional energy flow 

between power grid and electric vehicle. It can work in charging mode and V2G mode. If 

the charging mode is chosen, the vehicle battery energy is not fed back to the power grid.  
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Fig. 2: Structure diagram of bidirectional AC-DC converter 

 

Figure 2 shows the bi-directional AC-DC converter topology. If the V2G mode is 

chosen, the device will work in charging mode. According to the upper and lower 

thresholds of vehicle SOC selected by users on human-computer interaction terminals or 

the default upper and lower thresholds of vehicle SOC, the information of real-time 

capacity and controlled time connected with vehicle charging and discharging is provided 

to the background management system [5]. The charging and discharging control 

instructions are issued under the background management system. The device charges and 

discharges according to the current SOC of vehicle battery. Discharge operation realizes the 

bidirectional flow of energy. 

The charging service software system can send control instructions to the charging and 

discharging machine according to the requirements of distribution network dispatching, 

control the start-stop, charging and discharging mode and active and reactive power setting 

of the charging and discharging machine, and monitor the state of the battery by Battery 

Management System (BMS) of the battery group of electric vehicles. On the one hand, it 

sends the battery management monitoring system, on the other hand, it sends the charging 

and discharging machine monitoring system. The charging and discharging machine 

monitoring system carries out the control of the charging and discharging machine 

according to the battery status and the requirements of the distribution network dispatch, so 

as to ensure the safety of the battery. 

The charging service  software system is divided into two parts: Energy storage unit: to 

achieve energy storage and release, as a carrier of energy, there are many forms, such as 

battery, supercapacitor, etc.; Power conversion unit PCS: mainly realizes bidirectional 

charging and discharging between power grid and energy storage unit, power regulation 

and control, etc. [6]. 

V2G charging service system can be applied to various types of energy storage 

equipment including batteries and flexible interface with power grid. Its key characteristics 

are: 

Firstly, it supports grid-connected operation and isolated network operation, and can 

realize automatic switching between grid-connected and isolated network state; secondly, 
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the power factor can be adjusted arbitrarily, and the reactive power can be fully generated 

within the capacity range to achieve reactive power compensation; And it can actively 

participate in the peak regulation of the power grid under the scheduling of the Micro Grid 

Energy Management System, effectively slow down [7]. Decomposition of grid pressure; 

perfect relay protection function to effectively prevent abnormal damage of inverters; 

multiple systems can be arbitrarily combined to form a larger capacity V2G system; support 

a variety of energy storage batteries. 

3. Service system function requirements analysis 

3.1. Current situation 

 

CHAdeMO is a CHAdeMO socket supported by Nissan and Mitsubishi Automobile. 

The DC fast charging socket can provide up to 50 kW charging capacity. CHAdeMO 

monitors the battery status and controls the current in real time through the battery 

management system. It fully realizes all the functions needed for fast and safe charging and 

ensures that the charging is not restricted by the battery universality. In Japan, 1154 fast 

chargers installed in accordance with the CHAdeMO standard have been put into use [8]. 

According to the latest data from the U.S. Department of Energy, there are 1344 

CHAdeMO AC fast charging stations in the United States [9]. 

Combo sockets, which allow slow and fast charging of electric vehicles, are the most 

widely used socket types in Europe at present, including Audi, BMW, Chrysler, Daimler, 

Ford, GM, Porsche and Volkswagen, all of which will be equipped with SAE charging 

interfaces in the future [10]. And this kind of socket can also be compatible with Mennekes 

type. The greatest advantage of Combo Connector is that in the future, automobile 

manufacturers can use a socket in their new models, not only for the first generation of 

smaller basic AC connectors, but also for the second generation of larger Combo 

Connectors, which can provide DC and AC currents in two different ways. Speed charging. 

However, in the fast charging mode, the charging station is required to provide a maximum 

voltage of 500 volts and a current of 200 amperes. 

Tesla socket is Tesla's charging standard. The maximum capacity and current of the 

charging socket can reach 120 kW and 80 A.Mennekes Fast Charging Socket is an AC Fast 

Charging Standard and the second most trusted type of charging socket under the EU 

Standard System. It can be found in almost all European countries. This three-phase AC 

charging scheme can support up to 44 kW of capacity, which was launched and named by 

Mennekes Company of Germany.CEE plug is almost the most widely used electrical outlet. 

Home and outdoor charging piles can use this kind of 12 kW AC charging outlet with 

maximum 32 A as slow charging mode. SAE has selected the combined charging system as 

its standard. The ACEA (Associations Constructers Europeans' Automobiles) has also 

announced the selection of the combined charging system as the DC/AC charging interface 

[11]. The main criteria used by major electric vehicle powers such as the United States, the 

European Union, China and Japan are as follows: 
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Fig. 3: Standard application 

3.2. Problems and solutions 

 

The charging ports of charging piles of electric vehicles should adopt unified standards, 

and various shapes of charging ports should not appear, which brings troubles to charging 

equipment. At present, there are some incompatible equipment and interconnection 

phenomena among charging piles, which is also the problem caused by the lack of uniform 

standard requirements for charging piles. Of course, the unification of charging pile 

standards not only refers to the unification of charging port standards, but also includes 

many other aspects, such as: the construction of charging pile, approval and so on. In order 

to overcome the incompatibility and interconnection of charging piles, the relevant state 

officials said that it was necessary to standardize the construction of charging piles and 

formulate corresponding compulsory policies to ensure their standardization. This not only 

made the charging piles interconnected and interoperable, but also brought many 

conveniences to charging equipment and saved a lot of time. Charging piles should also 

introduce corresponding standard policies in terms of fees to ensure social fairness. With 

the rapid growth of electric vehicles, the proportion of charging piles and electric vehicles 

has been seriously unbalanced, so the current business model of charging piles cannot meet 

the needs of modern society. In order to overcome these problems, the business model of 

charging pile must be changed appropriately. 

3.2.1. Model of charging pile + merchandise retail + service consumption 

Through the construction of charging piles, as the center, through the establishment of 

commodity retail matching charging piles, to promote the development of related facilities 

of charging piles, such a business model will become a new business model for urban 

development of electric vehicles. On this basis, we need to establish and improve the 

services of relevant facilities, cooperate with the relevant electric vehicle factories, improve 

some online services by establishing the business platform of electric vehicles, so that users 

can experience more convenience brought by charging piles, increase user experience and 

promote users' service consumption. Through this business mode of charging pile + 
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merchandise retail + service consumption, the consumption of charging pile will eventually 

be driven. 

3.2.2. Charging APP + cloud service + remote intelligent management model 

With the continuous progress and development of science and technology in China, the 

application of Internet technology has become more and more extensive. The intelligent 

charging mode of charging pile has become the trend of future development. Relevant 

companies can develop corresponding smart APP, through the smart APP software to 

achieve close contact between charging stake and users and charging operators, charging 

APP software can let users know the charging time, charging power, or some accidents in 

real time. When some faults occur, remote intelligent management of charging status can be 

carried out, which ultimately increases the user's business experience and brings 

convenience to all aspects, so that everyone can benefit and create wealth together. Finally, 

in this development of business model, we will open up a wide market for charging piles, 

so that more investors can see the hope, and eventually join the operation of charging piles, 

which will also ease the high cost investment of charging piles. 

3.2.3. Business model of vehicle manufacturer + equipment manufacturer + operator + 

user 

By cooperating with the relevant automobile factories, we can increase the test-driving 

experience of users, train more users of electric vehicles, make more users join the ranks of 

electric vehicles, and promote the wider promotion of charging piles. This model not only 

increases the interests of all parties, but also makes it more convenient for all parties to sell 

their own products. 

4. Key technologies of service system 

4.1. Path planning algorithm 

Path planning algorithm is to optimize the path from the initial state to the target state in 

a map with obstacles. With the rise of intelligent algorithm machine learning, there are 

more and more path planning algorithms according to different vehicle path planning 

problems. In this paper, Dijkstra algorithm is used in single objective path planning to 

ensure the shortest path from any vertex to all other vertices. Other algorithms are difficult 

to ensure that the current node reaches the target point is the shortest path, while Dijkstra 

algorithm can determine that the path to the end point is the shortest path with an accuracy 

of 100%, which is essential for multi-objective path planning, especially under real-time 

road conditions. 

Dijkstra algorithm idea: there are two sets S and T. set S stores the vertices that have 

found the shortest path in the graph, and set T stores the remaining vertices in the graph. In 

the initial state, set S only contains the origin V0, and then continuously select the vertex Vu 

with the shortest path length from set T into set S. Each time a new vertex Vu is 

incorporated into set S, the shortest path weight from vertex V0 to the vertex in set T must 

be modified. Repeat this process until all the vertices of set T are incorporated into S. 

The execution process of Dijkstra algorithm is shown below: 
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(1) Set V [], dist [], path [], num, S set and T set. Where, V [] stores the graph node; Dist 

[] is the shortest path length that has been found from V0 to each endpoint Vi; Path [] save 

the previous node of Vi on the shortest path from V0 to Vi; Num records the number of 

included; S set is the traversed node; The T set is a node that is not traversed; 

(2) Add the latest node Vu to S. make Vu the shortest node from all nodes to Vi, that is, 

dist [Vu] = 1. 

(3) Check whether the current node VJ is included in S. if so, compare the sizes of dist 

[Vj] and dist [Vu] + W, where W is the weight of < Vu, Vj >. If dist [Vj] > dist [Vu] + W, 

dist [Vj] = dist [Vu] + W. Otherwise, do nothing. 

(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) n-1 times until all nodes are traversed. 

Thus, the time complexity of Dijkstra algorithm is O (n2). 

For example, there is a directed weighted graph with 7 vertices, as shown in Figure 4, 

and the starting point is V0. 

 

Fig. 4: Diagrammatic sketch of Dijkstra 

4.2. Charging pile queuing problem 

Because the charging time of electric vehicles is long and can not "add and go" like 

traditional fuel vehicles, the charging pile is prone to the queuing problem of electric 

vehicles. The queuing of charging piles is complicated, involving the scheduling of 

multiple charging piles and electric vehicles. There are still problems such as whether to 

charge first or arrive at the destination, the selection of charging piles, and the queuing time 

of charging piles is difficult to calculate. Therefore, how to solve the queuing problem of 

charging pile is particularly important. 

The "fuzzy + accurate" two-stage calculation is adopted, that is, when the electric 

vehicle does not determine the charging pile, the search range of the charging pile is 

reduced and the maximum time to reach each charging pile is calculated by fuzzy 

calculation; When the electric vehicle has determined the charging pile, accurately calculate 

the time when the current electric vehicle arrives at the charging pile, taking into account 

all factors affecting the charging time, such as when there is an electric vehicle to charge 

but before the main vehicle. 

For charging piles, there is a competitive relationship between electric vehicles. When 

electric vehicles need to be charged, we should consider whether other electric vehicles are 
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also charging, whether they arrive before themselves, when they will stop charging, and so 

on. Therefore, the charging of electric vehicles can be divided into two stages: 1) The 

charging pile is not determined; 2) The charging pile has been determined. 

Stage 1. The main vehicle is ready for charging, and the charging pile is not determined. 

Solution: fuzzy computing 

Find the charging pile with the minimum weight to ensure that the sum of the distance 

from the current position to the charging pile and the distance from the charging pile to the 

next target point is the minimum. Calculate the maximum energy consumption of all 

electric vehicles to reach the current charging point. That is, it is assumed that all electric 

vehicles on the charging, queuing and charging road will leave only when they are SOC-

100, and will not leave halfway. 

Stage 2. The main vehicle is ready for charging, and the charging pile has been 

determined. 

Solution: accurate calculation 

In the initial state, all electric vehicles related to the current charging point and charged 

before the main vehicle (on the road, in the queue and charging) are added to the queue, and 

the SOC after charging is assumed to be 100, and the estimated time of each electric vehicle 

is set. When an electric vehicle is not full or leaves halfway, delete the electric vehicle and 

the expected charging time from the queue. When an electric vehicle is added halfway, 

compare the arrival time with the main vehicle. If it is before the main vehicle, join the 

queue: if it is after the main vehicle, it will not be considered. 

 

5. Experiment and analysis 

 

5.1. Experiments and results 

 

5.1.1. Overall operation simulation of charging service 

 

Experiments were carried out in China. Both economic and environmental aspects were 

considered in the experiment.The sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm is 

used to solve the nonlinear optimization problem. Under dynamic operation constraints, the 

daily operation cost of microgrid is minimized as the objective function to manage electric 

vehicles. Among them, electric vehicle aggregators and power grid operators can be 

independent or integrated. In these two cases, power grid operators have different operation 

optimization objectives. The simulation results show that the use of electric vehicle V2G 

technology can improve the operation efficiency of power grid energy and reduce the total 

cost of power grid. 

The experiment was carried out in the expansion project of bus charging infrastructure 

on Haihong Road, Zhuhai, Guangdong, China. from 10 kV switching station or 10 kV 

switchbox near the project to box substation of charging station, 10 kV electric energy is 

converted into 0.4 kV low voltage power supply. Through AC/DC conversion device of 

charging equipment, 0.4 kV and 50 Hz are transformed. The in-line power supply is 

converted to 480 A DC current with a voltage of 250-750 V. The power supply is sent to 

the charging gun located at the bus parking space.  

Haihong Road Bus Charging Station provides charging DC power supply for 8 parking 

spaces. According to the requirements, each parking space is provided with DC charging 
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power supply by a set of frequency conversion power supply system and a charging gun. 

Each parking space is equipped with a box-type substation, and each parking space is 

equipped with two special cable connectors, which can be used at the same time. Charge a 

bus to increase the charging speed and reduce the charging time. The power supply system 

capacity is composed of four 800 kVA transformers. Each box-type substation consists of a 

10 kV incoming switch cabinet, a metering cabinet, two 0.4 kV outgoing switch cabinets, a 

transformer and a group of reactive power compensation capacitors. Each box-type 

substation provides power for two charging equipments with a total capacity of 2 x 360 kW 

[12]. The charging station is equipped with a charging system control cabinet and an 

automation panel to provide online monitoring and control functions for each device of the 

charging system. The electricity used for lighting, power and other facilities of the charging 

station is drawn from a low-voltage cabinet of a box-type substation, which is responsible 

for providing secondary power supply for lighting, DC screen, ventilation, etc. in the 

charging station. 

The current and voltage waveforms after the application of the management system are 

as follows: 

 

      
Fig. 5: Waveform of charging service and discharging service 

 

5.1.2. Path planning simulation 

 

In order to compare the effectiveness of the algorithm, JavaScript is used to implement 

the algorithm and output it in the browser. The nodes are represented as a standardized grid, 

and the weights between nodes are not visualized. 
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Fig. 6: Searching range 

 

Assuming a directed connected graph with 1200 nodes, in order to simplify the 

processing, each node has 4 successor nodes, the weight is randomly set, and - 1 is taken as 

the path. Due to the large number of nodes, only part of the display is made. The starting 

point is node200 and the ending point is node652. Due to the large number of nodes, not all 

of them are shown. As shown in Figure 6, the black nodes are the search node range 182 of 

the improved Djkstra algorithm and all nodes are the search node range 1200 of the Dijkstra 

algorithm. The final shortest path is the same. The simulation results are shown in Figure 7. 

The shortest path from node200 to node652 is: 

 

 
Fig. 7: Simulation result (partial display) 

 

5.2. Analysis and prospect 

 

The example proves that the charging service  system puts forward the theoretical 

method of queuing time prediction according to the number of vehicles in charging station 

and the real-time charging schedule of charging piles, and deduces and summarizes the 

calculation expressions, which lays the foundation for establishing the user-oriented 

charging service optimization model. The charging service  system carries on the analysis 

of charging demand from the point of view of charging station operators, and determines 

the impact of where electric vehicles go to charge on operators' benefits. Operators' benefits 

are reflected in three aspects. 
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Table 1: Grid cost comparison table 

project 
Business users 

(USD) 

General users 

(USD) 

Feed in tariff cost 490.2 120.0 

Profit from electricity 

price sold 
1.5 0.0 

Other costs 12006.1 4002.0 

EV charging cost 160.0 60.1 

EV discharge profit 300.1 90.2 

Grid emission cost 6.0 0.9 

Generator emission cost 21.7 13.7 

Total cost 12985.6 4286.9 

 

When electric vehicle path planning, it is necessary to analyze the real-time performance 

of path planning and whether the path planning scheme can be given in time. There are two 

main situations: 

(1) When an emergency occurs, there is no need to recalculate, and the shortest path 

from the current location to the first target node is retrieved from the original stored shortest 

path. 

(2) When the electric vehicle power is insufficient, it is necessary to find a nearest 

charging pile to minimize the sum of the distance from the current position to the charging 

pile and the distance from the charging pile to the next charging pile. That is, the shortest 

distance between two sections needs to be calculated, so its accuracy needs to be 

guaranteed, and the search range of charging pile should be reduced to make path planning 

in time. 

Now, the electric vehicle power shortage is real-time, 100 nodes within the current range 

are searched, and the number of charging piles is analyzed, as shown in Table 2. When the 

number of charging piles is small, the operation time is very short. When the number of 

charging piles is large, the operation time is relatively long, but it is still within the 

acceptable range. 

 

Table 2: The searching speed related to number of charging piles 

Number of charging piles Search speed/s 

1 0.2 

2 0.4 

3 1.4 

4 2.3 

5 2.9 

6 4.5 

10 14.6 

 

Operation income, service level and charge distribution equilibrium. The three factors 

are quantified by relevant theory, which lays the foundation for the establishment of 

operator oriented model. The charging service system establishes a user-oriented model 

based on the quantitative results of user-oriented charging demand. According to the 

quantitative results of operator oriented charging demand, the operator oriented model is 
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established. The two models are transformed and solved by the fuzzy programming method 

and the genetic algorithm. The application of charging service  system can significantly 

reduce the charging cost of electric vehicle users and improve the operation efficiency of 

charging station. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Electric vehicles have become a trend of travel. Improving service quality and ensuring 

travel quality can drive the development and growth of the industry. This paper designs and 

implements an electric vehicle charging service platform. According to user information, 

charging station information and path information, the system adopts reasonable road 

network topology, Dijkstra path planning algorithm and charging pile queuing algorithm to 

solve the problem of difficult charging of electric vehicles. The example shows that the 

charging service system has rapidity and availability, the allocated charging path is close to 

the real needs of users, has more reasonable performance, brings comfortable travel 

experience to electric vehicle users, and has high practicability. There are still many 

development directions for the research of electric vehicle charging service system. If the 

real-time road network data can be accessed to obtain more accurate road section 

information, the time accuracy of the charging path planning algorithm will be greatly 

improved. In the future, we can carry out more value-added services around electric vehicle 

users, improve the quality of scientific and technological services, and truly change life 

through science and technology. 
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